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Abstract— QoS oriented distributed routing protocol (QOD) 

for hybrid networks to provide QoS services in a highly 

dynamic scenario. In the highly dynamic environment, the 

link between the nodes changes frequently. So, the route 

failure will occur in the network which leads to packet loss 

during transmission. To avoid this, we can propose link 

aware opportunistic relay node selection algorithm. In this 

algorithm, all the nodes not going to maintain the routing 

table. At the time of transmission, the source node builds the 

route to reach the destination by using the parameter link 

residual life time. The Link residual life is defined as “How 

long the link between the wireless nodes exists and 

capability of that link to provide efficient communication 

without fails. The link residual life is used to avoid poor link 

connectivity and reduce the possibility of retransmissions. 

Major issue in MANET is identifying the node behavior 

even QOD protocol provides service in quality where it 

come to efficiency we can’t expect good result. In this 

paper, we propose Node-Trust, a probabilistic misbehavior 

detection scheme, for secure QOS routing toward efficient 

trust establishment. The basic idea of Node-Trust is 

introducing a periodically available Trusted Authority (TA) 

to judge the node’s behavior based on the collected routing 

evidences and probabilistically checking. We model Node-

Trust as the inspection game and use game theoretical 

analysis to demonstrate that, by setting an appropriate 

investigation probability, TA could ensure the security of 

QOS routing at a reduced cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As wireless communication gains popularity, significant 

research has been devoted to supporting real-time 

transmission with stringent Quality of Service (QoS) 

requirements for wireless applications. At the same time, a 

wireless hybrid network that integrates a mobile wireless ad 

hoc network (MANET) and a wireless infrastructure 

network has been proven to be a better alternative for the 

next generation wireless networks. By directly adopting 

resource reservation-based QoS routing for MANETs, 

hybrids networks inherit invalid reservation and race 

condition problems in MANETs. How to guarantee the QoS 

in hybrid networks remains an open problem. In this paper, 

we propose a QoS-Oriented Distributed routing protocol 

(QOD) to enhance the QoS support capability of hybrid 

networks. Taking advantage of fewer transmission hops and 

any cast transmission features of the hybrid networks, QOD 

transforms the packet routing problem to a resource 

scheduling problem. QOD incorporates five algorithms: 1) a 

QoS-guaranteed neighbor selection algorithm to meet the 

transmission delay requirement, 2) a distributed packet 

scheduling algorithm to further reduce transmission delay, 

3) a mobility-based segment resizing algorithm that 

adaptively adjusts segment size according to node mobility 

in order to reduce transmission time, 4) a traffic redundant 

elimination algorithm to increase the transmission 

throughput, and 5) a data redundancy elimination-based 

transmission algorithm to eliminate the redundant data to 

further improve the transmission QoS. Analytical and 

simulation results based on the random way-point model 

and the real human mobility model show that QOD can 

provide high QoS performance in terms of overhead, 

transmission delay, mobility-resilience, and scalability. 

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) have the unique feature of 

intermittent connectivity, which makes routing quite 

different from other wireless networks. Since an end-to-end 

connection is hard to setup, store-carry-and-forward is used 

to deliver the packets to the destination. In the real world, 

most people are selfish; we have two observations from the 

social perspective. First, a selfish user is usually willing to 

help others with whom he has social ties (e.g., friends, 

coworkers, roommates) will be referred to as social 

selfishness. Second, for those with social ties, a selfish user 

may give different preferences will be referred to as 

individual selfishness. While forwarding packets if 

connectivity is interrupted, then routing protocols would 

provide an alternative path after at most a transient outage. 

This is also assumed for emerging wireless Mobile Ad-hoc 

NETworks (MANETs). For wireless networks with 

intermittent connectivity also called Delay, Lack of 

continuous connectivity, network partitioning and very long 

delays is actually the norm, not the exception. For example, 

the in-transit messages in MANETs  also called bundles, as 

shown in fig.1,could only be forwarded when two DTN 

nodes (N1, N2) move within each other’s transmission range 

and contact with each other during a period of time. If no 

other DTN node is within the transmission range of DTN 

node N1, N1will buffer the c u r r e n t bundles and carry 

them until other DTN node appears within its transmission 

range. Therefore, the bundle propagation process in DTNs 

follows a “store-carry-andforward" manner and the bundles 

are opportunistically routed toward the destinations by 

intermittent connections. 

 
Fig. 1: Bundle store-carry-and-forward in MANETs 

A misbehavior detection and mitigation protocol is 

highly desirable to assure the secure DTN routing as well as 
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the establishment of the trust among Ad hoc nodes in 

MANETs. Mitigating routing misbehavior in traditional 

mobile ad hoc networks use neighborhood monitoring or 

destination acknowledgement to detect packet dropping , 

and exploit credit-based and reputation based incentive 

schemes. The existing misbehavior detection schemes work 

well for the traditional wireless networks, the unique 

network characteristics including lack of contemporaneous 

path, high variation in network conditions, difficult to 

predict mobility patterns, and long feedback delay. 

Recently, there are quite a few proposals for misbehaviors 

detection in MANETs, most of which are based on 

forwarding history verification (e.g., multi-layered credit , 

three-hop feedback mechanism , or encounter ticket ), which 

are costly in terms of transmission overhead and verification 

cost.  

The basic idea of Node-Trust is introducing a 

periodically available Trusted Authority (TA) to judge the 

node’s behavior based on the collected routing evidences 

and probabilistically checking. In this paper, we propose 

Node-Trust, a Probabilistic Misbehavior Detection Scheme 

for Ad hoc Mobile network, to adaptively detect 

misbehaviors in MANET and achieve the tradeoff between 

the detection cost and the detection performance. The 

proposed Node-Trust schemes are inspired from the 

Inspection Game, which is a game theory model in which an 

inspector verifies if another party, called inspectee, adheres 

to certain legal rules. Furthermore, the inspector could check 

the inspectee with a higher probability than the Nash 

Equilibrium points to prevent the offences, as the inspectee 

must choose to comply the rules due to its rationality. 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as 

follows: 

 First, we propose a general misbehavior detection 

framework based on a series of newly introduced 

data forwarding evidences. The proposed evidence 

framework could not only detect various 

misbehaviors but also be compatible to various 

routing protocols. 

 Second, we introduce a probabilistic misbehavior 

detection scheme by adopting the inspection game. 

A detailed game theoretical analysis will 

demonstrate that the cost of misbehavior detection 

could be significantly reduced without 

compromising the detection performance. We also 

discuss how to correlate a user’s reputation (or trust 

level) to the detection probability, which is 

expected to further reduce the detection probability.  

 Third, we use extensive simulations as well as 

detailed analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness 

and the efficiency of the Node-Trust. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The overview of our proposed probabilistic misbehavior 

node detection scheme system architecture is given in this 

section, where the system framework and the sample-by-

sample detection mechanism are discussed. 

III. FRAMEWORK 

In this section In order to enhance the QoS support 

capability of hybrid networks, in this paper, we propose a 

QoS-Oriented Distributed routing protocol (QOD). Usually, 

a hybrid network has widespread base stations. The data 

transmission in hybrid networks has two features. First, an 

AP can be a source or a destination to any mobile node. 

Second, the number of transmission hops between a mobile 

node and an AP is small. The first feature allows a stream to 

have anycast transmission along multiple transmission paths 

to its destination through base stations, and the second 

feature enables a source node to connect to an AP through 

an intermediate node. Taking full advantage of the two 

features, QOD transforms the packet routing problem into a 

dynamic resource scheduling problem. Specifically, in 

QOD, if a source node is not within the transmission range 

of the AP, a source node selects nearby neighbors that can 

provide QoS services to forward its packets to base stations 

in a distributed manner. The source node schedules the 

packet streams to neighbors based on their queuing 

condition, channel condition, and mobility, aiming to reduce 

transmission time and increase network capacity. The 

neighbors then forward packets to base stations, which 

further forward packets to the destination. In this paper, we 

focus on the neighbor node selection for QoS-guaranteed 

transmission. QOD is the first work for QoS routing in 

hybrid networks. This paper makes five contributions. 

1) QoS-guaranteed neighbor selection algorithm. The 

algorithm selects qualified neighbors and employs 

deadline-driven scheduling mechanism to 

guarantee QoS routing 

2) We propose a general misbehavior detection 

framework based on a series of newly introduced 

data forwarding evidences. The proposed evidence 

framework could not only detect various 

misbehaviors but also be compatible to various 

routing protocols.  

3) We introduce a probabilistic misbehavior detection 

scheme by adopting the Inspection Game. A 

detailed game theoretical analysis will demonstrate 

that the cost of misbehavior detection could be 

significantly reduced without compromising the 

detection performance. We also discuss how to 

correlate a user’s reputation (or trust level) to the 

detection probability, which is expected to further 

reduce the detection probability. 

4) We use extensive simulations as well as detailed 

analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness and the 

efficiency of the Node-Trust. 

5) Data redundancy elimination based transmission. 

Due to the broadcasting feature of the wireless 

networks, the APs and mobile nodes can overhear 

and cache packets. This algorithm eliminates the 

redundant data to improve the QoS of the packet 

transmission. 

IV. BASIC OPERATION 

To send a packet to another host, the sender constructs a 

source route in the packet’s header, giving the address of 

each host in the network through which the packet should be 

forwarded in order to reach the destination host. The sender 

then transmits the packet over its wireless network interface 

to the first hop identified in the source route. When a host 

receives a packet, if this host is not the final destination of 

the packet, it simply transmits the packet to the next hop 
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identified in the source route in the packet’s header. Once 

the packet reaches its final destination, the packet is 

delivered to the network layer software on that host. Each 

mobile host participating in the ad hoc network maintains a 

route cache in which it caches source routes that it has 

learned. When one host sends a packet to another host, the 

sender first checks its route cache for a source route to the 

destination. If a route is found, the sender uses this route to 

transmit the packet. If no route is found, the sender may 

attempt to discover one using the route discovery protocol. 

While waiting for the route discovery to complete, the host 

may continue normal processing and may send and receive 

packets with other hosts. The host may buffer the original 

packet in order to transmit it once the route is learned from 

route discovery, or it may discard the packet, relying on 

higher-layer protocol software to retransmit the packet if 

needed. Each entry in the route cache has associated with it 

an expiration period, after which the entry is deleted from 

the cache. While a host is using any source route, it monitors 

the continued correct operation of that route. For example, if 

the sender, the destination, or any of the other hosts named 

as hops along a route move out of wireless transmission 

range of the next or previous hop along the route, the route 

can no longer be used to reach the destination. A route will 

also no longer work if any of the hosts along the route 

should fail or be powered off. This monitoring of the correct 

operation of a route in use we call route maintenance. When 

route maintenance detects a problem with a route in use, 

route discovery may be used again to discover a new, 

correct route to the destination. This section describes the 

basic operation of route discovery and route maintenance. 

Optimizations to this basic operation of the protocol are then 

described in Section 3. 

V. PERLIMINARY 

In this section, we formulate the system model, routing 

model, threat model and design requirement. 

A. System Model  

We consider a normal DTN consisted of mobile devices 

owned by individual users. Each node B.Sivakumar et al, 

International Journal of Computer Science and Mobile 

Computing,  is assumed to have a unique ID Ni and a 

corresponding public/private key pair. We assume that each 

node must pay a deposit C before it joins the network, and 

the deposit will be paid back after the node leaves if there is 

no offend activity of the node. Similar to [10], we assume 

that a periodically available TA exists so that it could take 

the responsibility of misbehavior detection in MANETs. For 

a specific detection target Ni , TA will request Ni’s 

forwarding history in the global network. Therefore, each 

node will submit its collected Ni’s forwarding history to TA 

via two possible approaches. In a pure peer-to-peer ad Hoc 

Mobile Network, the forwarding history could be sent to 

some special network components (e.g., roadside unit (RSU) 

in vehicular MANETs or judge nodes in via MANET 

transmission. In some hybrid MANET network 

environment, the transmission between TA and each node 

could be also performed in a direct transmission manner 

(e.g., WIMAX or cellular networks). We argue that since the 

misbehavior detection is performed periodically, the 

message transmission could be performed in a batch model, 

which could further reduce the transmission overhead.  

B. Routing Model 

We adopt the single-copy routing mechanism such as First 

Contact routing protocol, and we assume the communication 

range of a mobile node is finite. Thus a data sender out of 

destination node’s communication range can only transmit 

packetized data via a sequence of intermediate nodes in a 

multihop manner. Our misbehaving detection scheme can be 

directly used but not limited in metric-based routing 

algorithms, such as MaxProp and ProPHET.  

C. Threat Model  

First of all, we assume that each node in the networks is 

rational and a rational node’s goal is to maximize its own 

profit. In this work, we mainly consider two kinds of 

MANET nodes: selfish nodes and malicious nodes. Due to 

the selfish nature and energy consuming, selfish nodes are 

not willing to forward bundles for others without sufficient 

rewarding. As an adversary, the malicious nodes arbitrarily 

drop others bundles (blackhole or greyhole attack), which 

often take place beyond others observation, leading to 

serious performance degradation. Note that any of the 

selfish actions above can be further complicated by the 

collusion of two or more nodes.  

D. Design Requirements  

The design requirements include Distributed: We require 

that a network authority responsible for the administration 

of the network is only periodically available and 

consequently incapable of monitoring the operational 

minutiae of the network. Robust: We require a misbehavior 

detection scheme that could tolerate various forwarding 

failures caused by various network environments. We 

require a scheme that works irrespective of the size and 

density of the network. In the Routing Evidence Generation 

Phase, A forwards packets to B ,then gets the delegation 

history back. B holds the packet and then encounters C. C 

gets the contact history about B. In the Auditing Phase, 

when TA decides to check B, TA will broadcast a message 

to ask other nodes to submit all the evidence about B, then A 

submits the delegation history from B, B submits the 

forwarding history (delegation history from C), C submits 

the contact history about B. 

VI. THE ADVANCED NODE-TRUST 

A Probabilistic Misbehavior Detection Scheme In MANETS 

To reduce the high verification cost incurred by routing 

evidence auditing, in this section, we introduce a 

probabilistic misbehavior detection scheme, which allows 

the TA to launch the misbehavior detection at a certain 

probability. Game Theory Analysis Before presenting the 

detailed Inspection Game, we assume that the forwarding 

transmission costs of each node g to make a packet 

forwarding. It is also assumed that each node will receive a 

compensation w from TA, if successfully passing TA’s 

investigation; otherwise, it will receive a punishment C from 

TA. The compensation could be the virtual currency or 

credits issued by TA; on the other hand, the punishment 

could be the deposit previously given by users to TA. TA 

will also benefit from each successful data forwarding by 
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gaining v, which could be charged from source node similar 

to [4]. In the auditing phase, TA checks the node Ni with the 

probability p i b. Since checking will incur a cost h, TA has 

two strategies, inspecting (I) or not inspecting (N). Each 

node also has two strategies, forwarding (F) and offending 

(O). 

A. Game Theory Analysis 

Before presenting the detailed inspection game, we assume 

that the forwarding transmission costs of each node g to 

make a packet forwarding. It is also assumed that each node 

will receive a compensation w from TA, if successfully 

passing TA’s investigation; otherwise, it will receive a 

punishment C from TA. The compensation could be the 

virtual currency or credits issued by TA; on the other hand, 

the punishment could be the deposit previously given by 

users to TA. TA will also benefit from each successful data 

forwarding by gaining v, which could be charged from 

source node similar to [4]. In the auditing phase, TA checks 

the node Ni with the probability pi b. Since checking will 

incur a cost h, TA has two strategies, inspecting (I) or not 

inspecting (N). Each node also has two strategies, 

forwarding (F) and offending (O). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We propose a QoS oriented  distributed routing protocol 

(QOD) for hybrid networks to provide QoS services in a 

highly dynamic scenario. Taking advantage of the unique 

features of hybrid Networks, i.e., any cast transmission and 

short transmission hops, QOD transforms the packet routing 

problem to a packet scheduling problem. In QOD, a source 

node directly transmits packets to an AP if the direct 

transmission can guarantee the QoS of the traffic. 

Otherwise, the source node schedules the packets to a 

number of qualified neighbor nodes. 

We are currently expanding our simulations to 

incorporate some additional optimizations and to quantify 

the effects of the individual optimizations on the behavior 

and performance of the protocol. We are also continuing to 

study other routing protocols for use in ad hoc networks, 

including those based on distance vector or link state 

routing, as well as the interconnection of an ad hoc network 

with a wide-area network such as the Internet, reachable by 

some but not all of the ad hoc network nodes. Although this 

paper does not address the security concerns inherent in 

wireless networks or packet routing, we are currently 

examining these issues with respect to attacks on privacy 

and denial of service in the routing protocol. Finally, we are 

beginning implementation of the protocol on notebook 

computers for use by students in an academic environment. 
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